Courses previously accepted for the Media and Politics minor
Last updated September 2020

Students: Please note that the requirements for the minor have changed as of AY 2018-2019. It is no longer a matter of checking off six courses that satisfy the minor. Instead, students must make the case for course inclusion based on their own learning goals and those of the minor. That is, students interested in the minor must generate—in consultation with their mentor—a course plan based on their interests and learning goals.

This list is meant only as a guide; not every course will count for the minor in all circumstances. NU-Q students must be aware of double-counting rules (courses that count for the major cannot count for the minor) when constructing their course plan. When in doubt, please consult your academic advisor.

Courses previously accepted at NU-Q
MIT 212 Exploring Global Media
*MIT 220 Analyzing Media Texts
MIT 230 Understanding Media Contexts
MIT 313 Documentary Film History and Criticism
MIT 322 Radio/Television/Film Genre: Global Music Video
MIT 351 National Cinema: Iran
MIT 351 National Cinema: Middle East and North Africa
MIT 352 Alternative Media in the Middle East
MIT 388 Internet and Society
MIT 389 Global Culture and Communication
MIT 398 Undergraduate Seminar: Arab Television Industries
MIT 398 Undergraduate Seminar: Communication and Sport
MIT 398 Undergraduate Seminar: Issues in World Cinema
MIT 398 Undergraduate Seminar: Media and Public Diplomacy
MIT 398 Undergraduate Seminar: Politics in the Digital World
MIT 398 Undergraduate Seminar: Women and Documentary
MIT 398 Undergraduate Seminar: Media in Africa
JOUR 390 Special Topics: Media and Religion
JOUR 390 Special Topics Sports, Media and Society
JOUR 390 Special Topics: Islam, America, and the Media
ENGL 411 Literature in the Digital Age
POLI SCI 242 Topics in Political Science: Islamism and Politics in the Middle East
POLI SCI 242 Topics in Political Science: American Government and Politics
POLI SCI 387 Advanced Topics in Political Science: Inequality in America
POLI SCI 390 Undergraduate Seminar: Media and Politics in the Arab World
* GU-Q students may count MIT 220 for Media & Politics, but NU-Q students should consult their academic advisor.

Courses previously accepted at GU-Q

CULP 362 Social Issues in Gulf Literature
GOVT 040 Comparative Political Systems
GOVT 060 International Relations
GOVT 221 Presidential Electoral Politics
GOVT 261 International Political Economy
GOVT 317 Social Movements and Interest Groups
GOVT 334 Political Ideologies
GOVT 361 The New Arab State
GOVT 379 Department Seminar: Interstellar Politics
GOVT 382 Comparative Secularisms
GOVT 417 Gulf Politics
GOVT 420 Comparative Politics of the Middle East
HIST 190 Film and US History
INAF 257 Media in the Middle East
INAF 324 Global Environmental Politics
INAF 370 Revolutions in Comparative Perspective
INAF 393 Islam and Politics
INAF 422 African Politics and Development
INAF 451 Migration and Citizenship
INAF 460 International Relations of the Middle East
IPOL 233 Public International Law
IPOL 315 Gulf Security: Contemporary Era
IPOL 322 Foreign Policy of Middle East States
IPOL 326 Theory and Politics of Citizenship
IPOL 327 Sports, Politics, and Society in the Middle East
IPOL 328 Contemporary Issues in Human Rights
IPOL 350 Comparative Ethnic Politics and Conflicts
IPOL 355 Europe and Israel: The Palestinian Conflict Since 1967
IPOL 368 Islamic Movements
IPOL 381 Politics and Foreign Policy of Iran
IPOL 386 US Foreign and Security Policy
IPOL 387 EU and GCC in Comparative Perspective
IPOL 389 Political Extremism in Europe
IPOL 392 Nationalism in the Modern World
IPOL 397 Foreign Policy Analysis